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 00:00

Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode.

 00:03

I had the episode yesterday where I talked about Colonel lane, who is in the Marine Corps.
And he did a one hour training through gravy, the company gravy. And you know where
he's friends with a CEO there. And so, I talked to you yesterday about mission and owning
the mission and understanding, you know who,

 00:26

which team or which person delivers

 00:29

clearly on your mission, they execute the mission and everyone else's around to support
them. In order to ensure that as a total company, you deliver on the mission. It was a
great, great lesson that he taught. The other thing that Colonel lane talked about was
about decision making. And one of the things that he talked about was was calm. That
calm is contagious. And he actually said that whenever he brings in a new officer puts
that officer on his team, that he hands them a packet of information and one of the The
things that he talks about is staying calm. That no matter the situation, you can't stress,
right? Because he went through a great example. So let me walk you through it. Because
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the the message today is about making decisions and the fact that calm is contagious.
And as good leaders, we have to remain calm.

 01:22

Alright, so we went through a situation where,

 01:27

you know, he's watched other leaders

 01:29

get into an environment where it starts to become stressful, you know, decisions have to
be made, and he didn't go into any specifics. So don't think that I'm about to give you any
specifics about a specific mission or something that he experienced because he didn't
really walk through that. And I completely respect him for that, right. There are certain
things that just need to remain confidential. But as he was talking what I envisioned
happening, because we all have seen the movies, right, you know, where we're watching
our military, these fictional movies, by the way watching our military and, and Carolina's in
communications, right? And so we're watching this Communications Group sit and give
information to military groups on the ground somewhere in a different country. And what
makes the story great, what makes the movie great is that group that's on the ground,
gets into some trouble of some sort. Right? They, the mission isn't going as planned. And
so they're relying on the communications team, wherever they're located, to provide
insight and answers. So they can make an adjustment to their decision path. Right? They
can react to the change in the environment or the change in the situation and still come
out the heroes that we all want them to be in the movie. Okay, so again, this is what I was
envisioning when I was listening to him speak that, you know, there are times that people
will get into a scenario sitting in that communication area. They're watching this other
team. struggle are the mission start to implode. And they can start to become panic,
right? Because they know that they're watching these lives become endangered. And they
feel responsible for helping them get out of that trouble. But they start to panic and they
started to stress and I started to freak out. Well, you can only imagine. I remember
watching these movies. And when I was watching the movies, I never saw anyone in the
Communications Group freak out. Thank goodness, right? Because if they had freaked out,
the heroes wouldn't have been the heroes. The group on the ground couldn't have
overcome.
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 03:38

That's not a good story. So nobody wants to watch that.

 03:41

But in real life, it's not a movie. And we're all humans, and they're all times that we could
panic or stress or get worried. Because we feel that sense of responsibility. We worry
about the fact that we may not be able to deliver to the people that are counting on us or
may not Be able to solve the problem fast enough, or with the right information. And so
naturally, there's this human desire to freak out a little bit. We've all been there.

 04:10

But,

 04:11

again, coralayne talked about the fact that common is contagious. That he looks for
leaders that no matter the situation that you can't stress, because if you start to stress,
what he's seen happen is not you know, leaders that are not the strongest when they start
to freak out, they start to demand more and more and more information. Okay. And we
have all seen that. If you think back to a podcast that I did recently, it was about, you
know, calls for call sake, and people that want to have phone calls about having a phone
call,

 04:46

do it to make themselves feel better.

 04:49

When they feel as though they don't have all of the information, they start to ask for
more. It's a stress behavior. Okay. And so we can In a stressful situation go and start
demanding more and more and more information. It becomes information overload. And
our teams for us, for us will become information overload number one, number two,
though, the more important piece is the fact that our teams around us will start to see a
stress. And if they start to see a stress, then they will start to stress, right? Because we set
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the standard of the behavior we want our teams to follow. If we're calm their call, if we're
stressed, they're stressed. It's just how it goes. We are the role the role models. And so if we
are calm, like he said, calm is contagious. They are calm. And when we're all calm, we can
make good decisions. Typically, what happens whenever I see bad judgment displayed is
either people were rushed, and wanted to make a decision before they went on vacation,
which was not the time To make a decision, people were, you know, not feeling well, and
maybe even out on PTO and made a decision anyway when they shouldn't have, that was
a bad decision. Okay? Or, you know, people are in a stressful situation where they feel this
level of responsibility, they're scared, they're not going to make the right decision. And so
they started to panic. And because they've not been in that situation before, they try to
gather as much information as possible, and they start putting demands on their team
that are unreasonable. And then they, the team starts to see the leader, as you know,
doubting or worrying. And so when they start to see the doubt or the worry in their leader,
then they start to doubt and worry.

 06:47

And so we solve all of that by maintaining call.

 06:51

Right and and so that's how they saw forward in the military when lives are on the line.
And so that's how we should solve for it in our business. Now, again, talks about yesterday,
I'll say it again today, we definitely don't have as high of stakes. In most of our businesses,
our stakes are not as high as those of the military, right. But at the same time, we do have
a commitment to our customer or client. And we want to deliver upon that. And so we can
stress and worry, we may have shareholders, you know, we may have individuals we have
to deliver to that are counting on a financial return in our business. And so we can start to
become stressed about that. But at the end of the day, when we get into a stressful
situation, if we can remain calm, we will stay clear headed to make the right decision. And
our leaders around us that we've charged with helping us to make a decision, they will see
you being calm, they will stay calm, which will allow them to also make good decisions
because they have a clear head. So all the way around, everyone wins by you modeling
the behavior that you expect to see another which is to stay calm. Realize the fact that
we're never going to be in office. Situations we've been in enough situations at this point
probably to make a reasonable decision. And if we haven't made it made that decision
before, my my challenge to you is to reach out to a mentor, someone who's done it, reach
out to your inner circle or your community and seek some quick advice. You're so calm
with your team. But you can always ask for help, you know, in other areas, and then you
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can come back and make the decision that you need to make. Calm is contagious. Keep
that in mind. That is your that's your saying for the day. That's your Thought for the Day
think about how if you get a little squirrely, right and it's happened to all of us at some
point in our careers. But if you get a little squirrely in certain situations, how do you
remember that calm is contagious, and by staying calm, you're going to make a better
decision. And therefore your team is also going to be empowered to make a better
decision.

 08:54

Go and be legendary.
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